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Regular City Council Meeting Minutes
City Hall Council Chambers, 2660 Civic Center Drive
Monday, June 3, 2019
1.

Roll Call
Roe called the meeting to order
Order: Willmus, Laliberte, Groff, Etten,
Mayor

approximately 6: 00 p. m. Voting and Seating
and Roe.
City Manager Patrick Trudgeon and

at

City Attorney Mark Gaughan were also present.
2.

Pledge of Allegiance

3.

Approve Agenda

a.

City Manager Trudgeon requested removal of Item 7C ( Hold a Public Hearing and Consider a Resolution Approving A Variance to the Noise Ordinance to Temporarily Extend
Construction Activity Hours at Roseville Center, 1121- 1151 Larpenteur Avenue). The

Contractor has withdrawn the request and is looking to shift to a different date.
Councilmember Willmus requested removal of Item 9C ( Adopt an Ordinance Rezoning

Property from Low Density Residential- 1 ( LDR- 1) to Low Density Residential- 2 ( LDR2),

Adopt a Resolution

Approving

the Midland Legacy Estate Preliminary

Plat, and

Adopt A Resolution Approving The Midland Legacy Estate Final Plat For Development
of 6 Twinhome Dwelling Units and an Outlot) from the Consent Agenda for separate
consideration.

Groff moved,

Etten seconded,

approval

of the agenda

as amended.

Roll Call
Ayes: Willmus, Laliberte, Groff, Etten, and Roe.
Nays: None.

4.

Public Comment

Mayor Roe called for public comment by members of the audience on any non- agenda
items.

5.

No one appeared to speak.

Recognitions,
a.

Donations,

Proclaim

June

and Communications

16- 23 LGBTQQIA+

Pride Week

Mayor Roe read the LGBTQQIA+ Pride Week Proclamation.
Willmus

moved,

Laliberte

seconded,

proclaiming

Week in Roseville.
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Laliberte, Groff, Etten, and Roe.
Nays:

None.

June

16- 23

as

LGBTQQIA+

Pride
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6.

Items Removed from Consent Agenda
a.

Adopt an Ordinance Rezoning Property from Low Density Residential- 1
LDR- 1) to Low

Density

Residential-

2 ( LDR- 2), Adopt a Resolution Approv-

ing the Midland Legacy Estate Preliminary Plat, and Adopt A Resolution

Approving The Midland Legacy Estate Final Plat For Development of 6
Twinhome Dwelling Units and an Outlot.

Senior Planner Bryan Lloyd briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the RCA
and related attachments

dated June 3, 2019.

Councilmember Willmus stated on page 3 of 5 of the RCA, Lines 55- 57, in the

narrative staff has noted " The increased density of the proposed LDR- 2 lots, situated between HDR- 1 District to the west and LDR- 1 lots to the north and east, can

also be viewed as a reasonable way to transition from the higher- density apartbuilding to the rest of the single- family.". He asked for more information

ment

and what is the intention behind it.

City Planner Bryan Lloyd stated it is mostly an observation given the established

neighborhood that surrounds it. If lots were being laid out and planned, one of the
common practices would be to establish a sort of hierarchy of transitions but that
is

not

the

necessarily

case

in Twin Lakes

or other

development

areas.

It is not a

given that it is necessary to transition from a high-density property to lower density properties surrounding it.
Mayor Roe offered an opportunity for public comment, with no one coming forward.

Willmus moved, Etten seconded, enactment of Ordinance No 1574 ( Exhibit F);
entitled, "

An Ordinance Amending Title 10 ( Zoning) of the City Code to Change

the Zoning Designation of Certain Real Property.
Roll Call
Ayes: Willmus,

Laliberte,

Groff, Etten, and Roe.

Nays: None.

Willmus moved, Etten seconded, adoption of Resolution No. 11608 ( Exhibit G)
entitled, "

Resolution Approving the Property Midland Legacy Estate Preliminary

Plat( PF19- 003)".

Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Laliberte, Groff, Etten, and Roe.
Nays: None.

Willmus moved, Etten seconded, adoption of Resolution No. 11609 ( Exhibit H)
entitled, "

Resolution Approving the Proposed Midland Legacy Estate Final Plat

PF 19- 003)".
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Roll Call

Ayes: Wilimus, Laliberte, Groff, Etten, and Roe.
Nays: None.

Councilmember Laliberte stated there have been several conversations about get-

ting this medium housing density into the Community so for that reason she was
supportive and appreciates the buffer/

7.

transition that is provided.

Business Items
b.

Consider a Comprehensive Land Use Plan Map Change, Official Zoning
Map ( Rezoning) Change, and a Conditional Use for Increased Site Density
for a 60- Unit Affordable Senior Housing Project at 165 Owasso Boulevard,
and 3011, 3029, and 3033 Rice Street( PF19- 004)

City Planner Thomas Paschke briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the RCA
and related attachments

dated June 3, 2019.

Mayor Roe clarified a lot of times when projects come forward it is sort of a

staged process where the City does the analysis and potential approval of the
Comprehensive Land Use Map change for the guidance of the property and then
once the Metropolitan Council approves that, that is when the rezoning comes
back before the Council for consideration, despite the fact that it might have been
heard

at

different

the

public

than

that.

This process is a little
Planning Commission.
He asked either staff or the City Attorney elaborate more on

hearing

at

the

how things tie together in the approvals this evening and why the City is doing all
of these three items as a single consideration.

Mr. Paschke thought the main reason is one has to do with the applicant going

through and trying to proceed forward with some funding which is necessary for
this project.

The other is to tie this project together and seek the Council approval

as one combined project. There is the Comp. Plan Amendment, Rezoning and the
Conditional Use that then become complete. If it comes to the point where, based

on these conditions, the City does not receive the appropriate information or the

items necessary to support one of those, staff would not record Resolutions or
adopt Ordinances in that point in time, and the project would not move forward.

Mayor Roe stated the Zoning Change Ordinance would have been adopted as a
City Council but what is the result.
Mr. Paschke stated staff would not publish the Ordinance or record the Resolu-

tions without the applicant receiving building permit and other approvals first.
Mayor Roe clarified that it would seem that if the property is reguided and the
Metropolitan

Council

approves

the

reguiding

of

the property,

that

action

is done
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and even if the project zoning did not happen, the Council would have to do
something if the Council wanted to go back from that.
Mr. Paschke stated that is correct.

Mayor Roe stated that is something that could be done, and the Council certainly
could re- guide the property at that point if for some reason the project does not
move

forward.

Despite the fact that affordable housing land use approval might

require three votes, he imagined that if it was guided some other use, at that point,

if this project did not go forward, it would require a four-fifth' s vote.
Mr. Paschke indicated that was correct.

Gaughan

City Attorney

said

have the Comprehensive

that

could

potentially

Plan Amendment

be the

case.

The City does

but then there would be a couple

of

different zoning classifications that the Council could go into without getting into
another

Comprehensive

Amendment.

In theory that could require a super
He noted page three of five of the RCA has the actual suggested City

majority.

Council

Plan

action.

He stated for Council consideration

conditions

three and four un-

der the Conditional Use Resolution adoption were added.

Mayor Roe stated the rezoning ordinance would not be published and made effective until the City receives these plans and specifications.
If the City determines

the plans and specifications are not meeting City requirements the City would not
publish the ordinance until the plans and specs were satisfactory.

City Attorney Gaughan stated if the applicant wants this Conditional Use to in-

crease density that is true.
Mayor Roe thought the language

might

need

to be

adjusted

to

state, "

on

approval"

rather than" on acceptance".

City Attorney Gaughan reported staff would be working with the applicant on the

final plans and specs so what is submitted will be acceptable to the City.
Councilmember Etten asked if this meets all of the City' s standard parking requirements or are there fewer parking spots because of the nature of the units.
Mr. Paschke only spoke about the parking in the general sense because staff does

not have final design plans, everything staff is currently looking at is conceptual.
Whatever the unit count is and whatever the requirement for bedrooms or units in
order to achieve compliance with the City Code would have to be provided in the
site

plan.

ance

with

have

that

The applicant could propose more but would have to achieve complithe

be

minimum

provided

requirements.

in

proof

of

The applicant

parking that

could also propose less and

staff would

review

and

make

cer-
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tain that in some point in time, if necessary, the applicant would have to be required to install it. There is some flexibility there.
Councilmember Willmus noted in relation to Planning District 5, the 2030 Comprehensive

Plan and the staff report

for the Council,

page 2 of 9, line 36- 38 it

states " The subject property lies within Planning District 5 of the 2030 Comprehensive Plan, which does not specifically provide direction regarding this subject
property.

The District

does, however,

discuss

the future need of a Rice Street

Corridor study.", and that is germane to Planning District 5 which is a
graphic area in NE Roseville. His question is the 2030 Comprehensive

small geoPlan does

guide these properties Low Density Residential and Neighborhood Business and
he believed that was also carried forward so far in the 2040 Comprehensive

Plan.

He wondered how that ties in with not specifically providing direction or is that
direction implied to this proposal.

Mr. Paschke was not sure what Councilmember
thought the Comprehensive Plan does

a

couple

Willmus was asking but he

of

things guiding

wise.

It has a

map and talks about perhaps doing studies in areas to further determine whether
or not the land uses that are on a map, in essence, shown as the guiding for the

next ten to twenty years is accurate or appropriate and he thought where the City' s
resources have been spent the last few years have been down in Southeast Roseville

and

working

that

on

area

more

so

than the

corridor.

whole

He would say

that in his twenty years working in Roseville, that it is not uncommon having
Comprehensive Plan Amendments come forward for sites throughout the City that

do not have exactly the matching land use guiding or zoning that a development
or the developing community thinks is appropriate on a given site.
Ms. Leah Stockstrom,

Project Manager for CommonBond

Communities

Ms. Stockstrom introduced Cecile Bedor, Executive Vice President of Real Es-

tate, Jess Mitten, Regional Property Manager, Joshua Love, Regional Service Coordinator and Architect Principal Tom Wasmoen from Firm Ground.
Ms. Stockstrom

talked

is.

CommonBond

who

about

She made

a presentation

to

the City Council about the project.
Councilmember Etten asked if the narrative timeline of building in the summer of
2020 still the current timeline and what are the features of this building that will
make it uniquely senior.
Stockstrom

Ms.
Bond
will

stated

will make

be

grab

sure

the

that

timeline

all

of

bars for bathtubs

is

still

the

same.

the units meet universal

and

showers.

There

will

She stated that Commondesign
also

There

guidelines.

be ADA

units.

Uni-

versal design is setup so if someone has a need for more accessibility then the
units

are

walkways

easily
and

converted

planning

into

on

an

ADA

having

the

unit.

CommonBond

community

room

on

will provide
the

corner

covered

with

hope-
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fully some TV' s for the bus schedules so residents can wait indoors rather than
outside.

Those are some of the ideas CommonBond is thinking about but mostly

it is universal design and is also elevator served.

Councilmember Etten stated it was mentioned at the public hearing about a land
He asked for Ms.
restriction
that was signed as a part of the funding process.

use

Stockstrom to explain that.

Ms. Stockstrom

stated it is called The Declaration of Land Use Restriction.

Basi-

cally, it is something CommonBond signs as part of getting low income housing
tax credits and says that CommonBond commits to maintaining the property as af-

fordable for thirty years and CommonBond usually elects up to forty years.
Councilmember Groff asked in regard to treating all runoff onsite, does CommonBond consider permeable parking lots or anything of that sort to help abate
runoff.

Ms.

Stockstrom

raingardens,

stated

plantings

not

that

typically,

absorb

a

lot

CommonBond usually looks more at
of water.

CommonBond thinks out of the

box sometimes, she indicated permeable paving is not typical.
Councilmember Willmus asked what the rough calculations right now as to what
would be impervious coverage.

Ms. Stockstrom stated she did not know that answer off the top of her head.
Councilmember Willmus reported the corner of the property at Rice and Owasso
was a service

station

and asked what type of due diligence

has CommonBond

done to this point to look at soil conditions, etc.

Ms. Stockstrom responded, CommonBond plans on doing a phase one report.
The process has not started yet, the environmental consultant did run a general

background check and noted there was a service station there, so it is something
CommonBond

is aware of.

Councilmember Willmus asked if CommonBond runs into issues that need to be
remediated, is there recourse there for dollars that might be needed for that.

Ms. Stockstrom said there are other grants available and believed Ramsey County
has a cleanup grant available so CommonBond will go there first and after that the
cost will become a part of the project budget. She stated CommonBond will work
with their environmental consultant to determine what appropriate mitigators are

depending

on

the findings.
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Councilmember Willmus reported at the planning hearing there was considerable
discussion around parking. He understood there was also a lot of discussion about
looking at the traffic studies and he did not see this project as having a significant
impact to traffic.
What he did have a concern with is the overall density and
CommonBond'

s

ability to

accommodate

for these

parking

units

onsite.

When

there is a lack of nearby services to a development there will be people driving to
get to the grocery store, which is a considerable distance away and he thought it

was a misnomer to say there will not be people driving. He asked what type of efforts will be made to assure that there is not overflow parking into the neighborhood.

Stockstrom

Ms.
Bond

the parking

stated

is planning for 97

spaces

for

ratio

right

about

now

sixty

is

units.

about

1. 5 to 1.

Common-

She asked Mr. Mitten, the

property manager to come up and talk about the parking at the other properties.
Mr. Mitten has managed
past

seven

years.

a number of senior properties,

fourteen of them in the

He indicated he has done a study and went through his comput-

er for parking space that was available at those facilities and based on his recall,
and he talked to a few of the other regionals

to get some background

information,

it is surprising but in every single case, all fourteen, there were less parking spaces than units and in some cases there were spaces available despite the fact there

was not enough parking spaces for what he would look as a market rate property.
He did not know the reason for that, but did know it is an observation. Generally,
CommonBond would find that seniors who move to a community such as this

come from the community and their friends often live with them so there is not a
need

to drive

so

far to

speak

with

their

friends.

If transportation is needed, it is

often available within the community from family members or friends that perhaps do

not

live

on

the

site.

The need for them to have a vehicle is perhaps less.

With the location of public transportation nearby and accessibility to that, he
would suspect that after the car is not being driven, the senior may part with it.
He thought with 97 spaces available, CommonBond is well situated to have more
than enough parking for the sixty units.

Councilmember Willmus thought that was an interesting observation because as
someone who has also been involved in property management and property development for a number of years, he would give a little bit of pause to some of
that.

He stated there are other senior facilities around Roseville which see a sig-

nificant

number

of people

who

are

driving.

That is a concern

he has about this

project.

Councilmember Laliberte stated she watched the presentation at the Planning
Commission and appreciated that the presentation was similar but updated some
of

the information

for

this meeting.
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Mayor Roe stated in talking with a resident he wondered if the existing homes on
the site are occupied at this time.

Ms. Stockstrom stated it was her understanding that the seller lives in one of the

homes and one home is vacant and the seller is renting one of the other homes
out.

Mayor Roe asked if there has been any discussion about displacement of those
tenants on that particular site.

Ms. Stockstrom stated the single- family houses will be demolished and she has
not talked to the tenants themselves because CommonBond has to go through the
seller

in

order

to

do that

and

are

not

at

that

point

yet.

She stated if approved,

CommonBond is receiving Federal financing through the County so if there are
any Federal guidelines for relocation assistance, CommonBond would be required
to follow those.

Mayor Roe encouraged CommonBond to be conscious of that aspect of this potential

project.

He noticed in the preliminary plans that there did not seem to be

an indication of street trees on Rice Street and he wondered if that was intentional

or would CommonBond be open to looking at that as part of the project.
Ms. Stockstrom did not think it was intentional but was really early in the process.
Councilmember

Willmus asked what the breakdown was on the type of unit.

Ms. Stockstrom stated originally CommonBond was thinking half and half, one

bedroom/two bedroom but recently CommonBond has been talking to property
management and it was suggested that seniors actually prefer one bedroom, so the
unit count was switched to 41 one- bedroom units and 22 two- bedroom units.

Mayor Roe offered an opportunity for public comment
Public Comment
Ms. Julie Strahan, 1260 Shryer Ave

Ms. Strahan she is at the meeting as a member of several non- profits, including
MICAH ( Metropolitan Interfaith Council

on

Affordable

Housing),

and ISAIHA

which is a nonpartisan coalition of faith communities fighting for racial and economic justice.
Both of which find affordable housing to be especially important.

She has also worked for the Archdiocese of St. Paul/ Minneapolis for over twenty
years and as some may know, CommonBond originated as part of that entity. It is
within that social justice vein that she feels compelled to speak on behalf of affordable

housing. She felt that in the Planning Commission meeting the unheard

constituency

was

those in

need

of affordable

housing.

She felt that the

part

about
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the comment about parking and the accessibility does not take into account the
people that are there because those people cannot afford a market rate apartment.

She stated her lifelong friends' father was in a CommonBond community for sixteen

She stated her friends' father, a successful businessman and salesman

years.

for thirty years and a veteran had to retire early due to a medical condition. At fifty- six he was living in a sub- par market rate apartment in Brooklyn Park that
top dollar but

charged
was

no

support.

concerned

perpetually

about

He was robbed,
his health

and

had his mail stolen, and she

welfare.

She learned

of Com-

monBond in 2002 and after a yearlong wait, he was able to get into a building in
Fridley. One year later, after moving in, his health got better, and he was able to
in the community and developed a wonderful social network. She stated her friend is a professional occupational therapist and is a professor at the Uni-

volunteer

versity of Minnesota and she felt that the care provided there was better than any
he had received at any facility she has ever stepped foot in. She noted the following comment is from her friend. " Every CommonBond building is well maintained, looks attractive on the outside and the staff truly delivers on what is advertised in terms of support.
Roseville needs this type of housing to allow lifelong
residents of Roseville who cannot afford the luxury senior rentals to stay in their
beloved community.

Do not let those who will not allow this in their backyard,

and the narrative there to sway you in the stellar organization and their ability to
serve Roseville for years to come."

Ms. Strahan stated the cost of land is Roseville is only going to increase and, at

this point, people have an opportunity to make a say when the land use is changing but what happens when someone comes forward and wants to use it as it is
and

do

not

need

to apply

for rezoning

of

that

space.

If it was a neighborhood

business, that allows use from her understanding to put other multi- family dwellings, a private lodge, a daycare, a bank, an animal boarding facility or personal
services and all of the people that the residents do not have control over what and
comes and goes from that facility. She stated she knows someone who lives

who

adjacent to Sienna Green in a home that the person owns and have seen no change

in the value of their home and have actually seen improvement in the number of
police calls and the pride in ownership of those who go in and out of that building. She stated the City needs to follow through on its goal to have affordable
housing in the City. The cost of land being so expensive, this unused plot that is
not

used

for

eleven

each

months

year

will

eventually

change

hands.

The City

cannot continue to leave this space and there is an opportunity to allow the Roseville residents who cannot afford the luxury facilities going up on every corner,
who don' t have 2. 5 cars per person but who need a hand up in order to stay and
age in Roseville who might not otherwise be able to.
Ms. Bonnie Koch, 1996 Langton

Lake Drive

Ms. Koch stated she was at the meeting speaking as a member of the League of
Women Voters
posal

for

of

Roseville

affordable

Area.

housing

She was in support of the CommonBond pro-

development

for

seniors.

The

League

did

an

in-
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depth study of affordable housing in the five cities in the League, Roseville being
one

The League looked at the availability of units and based on the de-

them.

of

presented

Roseville,

of

mographics

recommendations

on affordable

housing

needs to the City during the period when it was gathering community input for the
soon to be updated Comprehensive Plan. She said the League is very pleased that
many

of

their

recommendations

are

now

a part

of

that

adopted

plan.

It is clear

that CommonBond' s request for land use changes fit within the adopted Roseville' s Comprehensive

Plan and meet the needs of the senior segment of Roseville

housing at an affordable level. It is clear also, that CommonBond, is recognized and well respected as an affordable housing developer, is
working to address nearby neighbors' concerns as evidenced by meeting with
common property owners to look for acceptable buffer offers and is also worth
emphasizing that the City Planners pointed out that other concerns will be addressed as the development works its way through the City' s building process.
who

residents

need

With those considerations, the League of Women Voters of Roseville Area en-

courages the City Council to support CommonBond' s request.
Ms. Julie Christiansen, 2951 Galtier Street
Ms. Christiansen
wanted

to

bus stop
be taken
there

are

point

on

attended
out

Owasso

into
not

and

a couple
and

of

things.

at

the

sidewalks

Planning

Commission meeting.

She

CommonBond brought up busing and the

Rice Street does

consideration.

any

spoke

not

run

full bus

schedules.

That should

Another thing that she would consider as well is
She has gone to Ramsey County to request

there.

sidewalks because her children, at the time, were going to middle school and if
her children were to walk there was no sidewalks

on either side of Rice Street in

that area. As far as people who are living in that facility, there is not a safe way to
walk to the Metro
Station in Little Canada. She was for affordable housing but
felt like this plot of land in a residential neighborhood is not appropriate and the

City should revisit doing a medium density project there instead of a high- density
project.

Ms. Barbara Svedkamp, 2880 Market Drive, Little Canada
Ms. Svedkamp stated she lives in a CommonBond facility in Little Canada right
now.
She noted she has been at the facility for seven years.
She stated this was
the best thing she has done for herself. She moved from Roseville to Little Canada. CommonBond is so good at taking care of the residents and the apartments
and the
building and grounds. She said it is fantastic. There are activities that
everyone can participate in and in the process of forming a resident Council to
have
the

potlucks

residents

and
are

things like that.
not

getting

any

She really thinks Roseville needs this because
younger.

She came

from the era where she

worked for minimum wage her whole life, supported three children on minimum

wage and her kids are all successful, happy adults with children of their own. She
thought it would behoove Roseville to accept CommonBond and the people that

would live there. She indicated she did not know too many retired people that can
afford

market

rate

rent.

If it

were

not

for CommonBond

she

would

be in

a nurs-
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ing home and she did not think she would like it. She stated CommonBond is really good for the City and will have a place for people to go to with services that
are needed. She stated affordable housing is necessary.
Ms. Ashley Petroske, 177 S. Owasso Blvd

Ms. Petroske lives directly adjacent to the proposed site and has spoken before.
She stated a couple of observations is it seems like there is some inconsistency re-

garding the concern of buffering between high density and low density as demonstrated
by the first gentleman that was here. She indicated the Council asked
great questions regarding how there is going to be a transition from the use of the
space.
She stated this is the exact same issue, arguably there is a significant
change while it wants to be dubbed a. 5 lots that are commercial,
existing homes there

and

a

tiny little lot for Christmas

trees.

there are three

She thinks there is

inconsistency with how the City is perceiving any buffering and, in her opinion,
using the resident' s yards as a buffer as opposed to more thoughtful consideration

on buffering between high density, low density and anything there in between.
CommonBond has been great. She stated she is really disappointed that she has
not received an answer over the last two months about what the buffer is supposed

to be between low density residential and high density residential. She is a realtor
and understands that there is supposed to be a buffer zone and she cannot find it
written down anywhere what the precedent is, and no one will share that with her.

Mr. Paschke sent her an email about screening and fencing but it was just a copy
and she has not received any information as to what an appropriate buffer is and
what a precedent would be like Rosedale Estates, which is less than half of a mile

away from the proposed location and have over one hundred feet of rolling green

between their high density residential market rate and the single family homes
that surround it.

Ms. Petroske reported she is a Millennial and Millennials have their own affordability issues, student loans, wage stagnation. She has invested in this community

literally and continues to invest in this community as she has spent hundreds of
thousands of dollars renovating a home purchased from the bank with the intent
of making this their forever home.
In 2010 her family got the house for a great
price because it was in a great neighborhood and had a fantastic lot. It looked ter-

rible but they have done a great job of renovating it with the intent of increasing
the value of the home and making money for the family but also boosting the
community. There are new executive homes constructed on South Owasso and a
desire for different uses of housing and there had to have been consideration there
about the use of space was going to change and the same thought and consideration

is

not

be

paid

here

when

talking

about

sixty

potential

units.

She also felt like

the four neighbors that are on the line from emails and conversations are being
pitted

against

the

City. She did not think anybody wants to say that affordable

housing doesn' t have a place in Roseville because it does but needs to be thoughtfully
know

addressed
what

the

and

is it

appropriate

buffer actually is

for

this

site.

She stated she would like to

as a requirement and

or as a precedent.
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Mr. Peter Heppner, 3030 Woodbridge Street
Mr. Heppner

expressed

concerned

the

about

proposed

He believed the

rezoning.

rezoning will be extremely harmful to the neighborhood and will set a precedent
that

will

have implications

all

across

Roseville

in

to

years

come.

He stated his

concerns are also reflected in the overwhelming agreement that he has heard from
neighbors.
He and his wife, along with several neighbors, have distributed a

his

petition around the neighborhood asking the City to decline rezoning the properties. This petition which has now been submitted to the City has gathered signatures representing more than eighty- five percent of the homes that are within the

five-hundred- foot notification radius, excluding those owned by the owners of
these properties in question.

Mr. Heppner understood that from the City' s perspective, this type of redevelopment may be an attractive proposal, especially when it leads to affordable hous-

ing. He also understands that Rice Street is unlikely to remain in its current state
forever as noted by the call for a special investigation in the 2040 Comprehensive

Plan, however, to begin this rezoning and redevelopment of Rice Street without
first performing that investigation and forming a plan for the future of the neighborhood

be extremely foolish.

will

Certainly, if the decision is made tonight to

rezone these properties, that decision will be carried on as the DeFacto plan going
forward.
Beyond its direct impact on the individual building, that decision will
have drastic impacts in the

also

near

that the owners of the properties
to

adjacent

each

other

the

on

term

as well.

in question

other

side

of

For instance, consider the fact

also own several properties

Owasso Boulevard.

that are

If this rezoning is

approved, it is almost certain that those properties will be next on the docket.

Likewise, what is to prevent someone from purchasing other homes in the area
and

rezoning this

as well?

This proposal has significant consequences for the fu-

ture of Roseville when the City demonstrates that it is willing to spot rezone well
established neighborhoods to make way for redevelopment, it puts them one step
closer to
removing low density zoning all together.
Once this type of rezoning
is the line drawn

starts

where

more

difficult to decide

on

it

whether

That question is a much

continues?

to simply decline

then

to

rezone

at

all.

Therefore, he

urged the Council to strongly consider the broader contexts of this proposal and
the

effect

it

will

have

on

the

City'

s

policy

going forward.

Before any talk of re-

zoning can begin, the City must carry out an investigation of what makes sense
for the future

of

Rice Street

and

generate

a

thoughtful

and

well- reasoned

plan.

In

light of these concerns and those of his neighbors that are sharing today he urged
the Council to vote against the proposal.

Mr. Randy Neprash, 1276 Eldridge Ave
Mr. Neprash stated he was in favor of the proposal. The need for affordable hous-

ing

for

in Roseville is

and
thoroughly documented. As Leah
pointed out, Roseville has not approved a unit of subsidized affordable senior
housing since 1978, which is forty- one years. As a long- term resident of Roseseniors

significant
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ville, he was ashamed of that fact.
builder

He stated CommonBond

is an excellent devel-

CommonBond is responsive,

housing.
flexible and responsible and he would suggest that the City is never going to see a
better developer come to the City with this type of housing. This is a good locaoper,

and

operator

of

tion and the traffic impacts
neighborhood,

not

has reviewed

in the

this type

are not significant,

middle

this proposal

of

of

it.

It is

it is on the edge of a residential

on

Rice

Street.

He stated City staff

and has a set of multiple positive findings to support it.

There is no reason that approving this proposal will open up any type of chain of
events.
no

This is a specific proposal from a specific developer at a specific location,

more,

may

less.

no

ever

This is the best proposal for this type of housing that Roseville

He would suggest that there is a rather fundamental question to

see.

consider which is if the City is not going to approve this proposal, what proposal
will

ever

be

He urged the Council to support this proposal and the

approved.

changes that are needed.

Mr. James

Bull,

Mr. Bull stated he did not believe that this is the right location

for this proposal.

He thought that most people will agree that there is a need for affordable housing
in Roseville and the quality of development that CommonBond will give, but this
is not the right location when there are other properties that are already zoned or
identified for high level density housing. He stated in the Planning Commission
proposal that was brought together from staff and the Council received, he

thought the Commission did a great job in identifying many goals and policies
from the 2030 Comprehensive

Plan that

could

be

to this

pertinent

project.

The

key thing there is that the Planning Commission advised that these goals and policies should be evaluate determine if the proposal is strong enough to justify the
land use change and this is where he wanted to ask the Council to look at those
looks

goals,

at

those

policies

and

that determination.

make

Certainly there are

some goals that are benefited by this proposal such as the diversity of housing but
to be brief he was going to give the Council some examples because he did not
think those are all appropriate for this project and going to benefit where the City

is trying to head with the 2030 Comp. Plan which has also been carried forward to
For instance, the general land use goals, part of goal one is to promote sus-

2040.

tainability of land use patterns and land use changes and new development that
contribute to the preservation and enhancement of the community vitality and

identity and this does not contribute to the vitality and identity of this neighborhood.

The

project

is

a

spot

zone

change

and

is

a

terrible

precedent.

He would

like the Council to image in a three- story building and parking lot going into the
Council' s backyards, up to the property line, and how would that change the use
of

their

ing.

Buffer and screening were talked about and a fence is screen-

property.

There

is

no

buffer

planned

for

this

as

it

was

looked

at.

Part of the policy for

goal one, Policy 1. 4 says to maintain orderly transitions between different land
uses.

Some people will say Roseville has other high density residential that abuts

to low

density

but

none

of

those

have been built

since

1980

so

the

policy

and
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practice of Roseville has been to provide buffers between the high and low density uses.
Mr. Bull stated goal five, for instance, is to create meaningful opportunities for

community and neighborhood engagement in land use decisions. That is seen and
heard

throughout

that this is

responses

the

ercises

City

City.

the

not

the

has tried to

The Council will hear overwhelming neighborhood
right thing for the area.
In the 2040 Comp. Plan exget

more

community

engagement.

He stated there is

the community engagement, but he wondered if the Council is going to listen to
The residents do not want this project there. They are not against afforda-

them.

ble housing or against CommonBond, these residents do not want the obstruction
of their property and having people in a three- story building overlooking into their
backyards.

Mr. Bull stated goal six, preserve and enhance the residential character and liva-

He stated policy 6. 2 of
that goal where higher intensity uses are adjacent, the existing residential neigh-

bility

of

existing

neighborhoods,

goes

without

question.

borhood create effective land use buffers and physical screening. That is the City
policy to create those buffers and that is not being done here.
Ms. Kitty Gogins, 806 Millwood Avenue

Ms. Gogins is in favor of the CommonBond proposed affordable senior housing.
She stated this project will help meet the City' s acknowledged need for affordable
housing. It moves forward the goals and policies of the Roseville' s 2030 Comprehensive plan and would greatly benefit the community. It particularly contributes to goal seven which outlines the need to achieve a broad and flexible range of

housing choices within the community to provide sufficient alternatives to meet
the changing housing needs of current and future residents throughout all stages
of

ing

life.

The CommonBond proposal addresses an important finding of the hous-

needs

assessment

completed

in October 2018.

The report identifies

in Roseville through the

166 units

2032.

The
housing
CommonBond proposal would provide sixty of these critically needed affordable
senior
housing in the community. As the City continues to look at development
opportunities, she asked that the Council keep in mind that the needs for affordable housing in the community is not limited to the seniors.
Almost half of the
school aged children in the community are low income and many students and
their families struggle with finding affordable
housing. She chairs the board of
of affordable

senior

as

a need

year

the International Institute of Minnesota which helps immigrants become fully
contributing members in American life. In this work, finding affordable housing
is the most limiting factor in building a strong foundation for success.
She asked

that the City allow the critically needed CommonBond project to move forward

and continue to find partners like CommonBond that have a long history of wellbuilt and well- maintained affordable properties to increase Roseville' s affordable

housing

options

for

all

ages

of residents.
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Ms. Dannah Thompson, 2425 County Road C2 W
Ms. Thompson
Council.

indicated her support of the CommonBond

proposal

in front of the

The biggest thing she wanted to point out is the residents elect the offi-

cials to have the foresight

to plan ahead and anticipate

what might be in the fu-

ture, whether it is a problem or something that goes smoothly. The biggest things
that the City has had to anticipate in the past is the economy. When it comes to

the CommonBond proposal, specifically dealing with individuals living on a fixed
income it is planned to set aside a certain amount of dollars in retirement but if the

City is not allowing them to use the money accordingly the person might run out
of money in their retirement and so providing them with affordable options like
this

them to

allows

that money last further.

make

At the same time the biggest

objection she has heard from the community being at the Planning Commission
tonight

and

to be

seems

She moved to Roseville

aesthetics.

where she could see her neighbor' s bedroom
reason

why

she

moved,

she

moved

from Minneapolis

from her bedroom;

because her

rent

was

too

that is not the

expensive.

She real-

ly does understand for the senior who do wish to stay here, and thinks the City
them in that decision.
should
support
She stated the community needs to have the
foresight to plan and if the City does not start approving these requests and making

moves

for the future, Roseville

is going to like Minneapolis

and

St. Paul.

She

asked the Council to support this proposal and try to think ahead to the future.
Ms. Nancy Garske, 2942 Woodbridge
Ms. Garske
ment

at

stated

she

was

for

Her mother lived in an apart-

housing.

affordable

CommonBond in Little Canada

for

16

almost

Her mother partici-

years.

pated in a lot of activities and really enjoyed it. CommonBond kept up the building on the outside and inside perfect.
Ms. Heather Anderson, 3034 Woodbridge Street
Ms. Anderson

does

not

support

this project

at

this

location.

She referenced

an ar-

ticle in the Star Tribune newspaper, about Shoreview working with some inves-

tors and builders in tearing down a vacant industrial building and agreeing to
twenty- four low income units out of their one or two hundred market value units.
It

seems

to her that that

might

be something

to look

at

in the future.

She stated

The Pointe is going up on the corner with one hundred units of senior living and
she

wondered

if the

City

tried to

get

some

senior

units

in

that

building.

It seems

like a better plan to put high density buildings in an area that is already zoned that
way

and

not

to

spot

rezone

into something

like this.

She wondered if the City

could work with builders in the existing high- density land that is available in Roseville.

Ms. Anderson thought the City needed to look broader than the small spot rezon-

ing and put the needed low- income senior and other housing in areas that it makes
more

sense.
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Ms. Leslie Studenski,

3055 Woodbridge

Street

Ms. Studenski opposes the approval of the Conditional Use for increased density.
She would like to point out that the first speaker tonight was at the Planning

Commission meeting and in the minutes the speaker stated that if this adjoined
her house,

have many

would

she

concerns.

She stopped to ask the speaker what

busy and needed to leave. She would
like to point out that all of these people at the meeting with the League of Women

the concerns

were

and

was

told

she

was

too

Voters and those that support homes for all is sure that their comments would be

building were going up in their backyard. Tonight' s question is
not about CommonBond and whether the Company is a good business or bad
business. The question is rezoning. Does the City want to put high density, sixty
She did not think so. The City is looking at studies
units on that particular spot?
that are paid for and conducted by CommonBond. There is a faulty traffic study,
there is a questionable solar study, and there are a lot of unanswered questions.
different if

this

She did not think that approving rezoning based on so many questions are a good
thing

to do.

She would like to see in that area a duplex or a four plex, some hous-

ing, if needed, that looks similar that looks similar to the office buildings on the
SE

Something

corner.

that is two story, something that is

not

the

monster.

She

ignoring the biggest concern. CommonBond is
talking to neighbors about fencing, and lighting and ignoring the neighbors that
do not want a three- story building on that lot, the neighbors want a neighborhood
thought

CommonBond is

that

house.

She referenced an article dated May- June 2019 from the Roseville City
Supports Home Ownership.
The article stated that home
ownership is also good for the economy and it provides social benefits for home-

News

title Roseville

owners including better health outcomes, lower crime rates, children doing better
in

school

and

more

involvement

in the community.

Roseville offers several pro-

grams to encourage home ownership to help homeowners protect their investment. She stated there are important things for the Council to consider throughout

Roseville, home ownership and low- income housing and she hoped the City chose
to put it in the right spot.

Ms. Mary Heppner, 3030 Woodbridge Street

Ms. Heppner stated her family recently purchased their home, Saturday was the
year anniversary of purchasing their first home in Roseville and normally it would
be something to celebrate but unfortunately her and her husband were disappointed.

It is kind of hard not to wonder if what would have happened if their bid on

another

home

was

She stated her and her husband are no longer asking

accepted.

themselves if this was the right house, her family is now wondering if the right
City was chosen.
Ms. Gina Ciganik, 953 Lydia Ave W
Ms. Ciganik

and

her

family

has been in this community for

a

long

time.

She was

a renter when she first lived in Roseville and then could not afford it anymore and
had

to

live in St. Paul

briefly.

She

stated

she

was

an affordable

housing

developer
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for twenty years and there was always the question about if it is the right spot.
Typically, there are questions about supporting affordable housing, sometimes

even supporting the developer but just not here. Rice Street has been a corridor, a
use, mixed income corridor
for a long time. As a resident and a developer

mixed
at

heart,

she

Rice Street

sees

Larpenteur

and

are

two really huge

assets.

If the

City wants to look into the future and think about sustainability, buses, services,
are the places
where
mixed
uses
belong. Those are the places where the
City wants density. She thought that living on Rice is definitely a place where we

those

as a community should be building out and building stronger and putting density.
As

developer, there is

a

equation

an

cost

about

of

land.

Even if it is a penny the

City should not be under utilizing arterial streets and that is where the density
to

needs

go.

She also

She highly supported this project and thinks it is an amazing spot.

understands

the concerns

of the neighbors

around

this

area

and

felt

CommonBond is addressing those concerns.
Mr. Craig Klausing, 447 Rose Place

Mr. Klausing stated he has submitted written comments in support of the proHe

posal.

spoke

at

the

Planning

Commission meeting

as

well.

He stated he un-

derstands the Council' s position in making a decision because he has been there.
He stated as the Council is looking at all of the information, he wanted the Council to ask themselves this question, will the community be better off as a result of
He thought the answer is clear this is a
this project moving forward, long term.
proposal that in the long term will make this a better community.
Mr. John Shardlow, 2988 High Court
Mr. Shardlow is

an

not

immediate

neighbor

but drives

past

the

site

a

lot.

He is a

professional planning consultant by training and has been in the business for 41
years.

He

was

at

to

the meeting

support

the

project.

He noted he has reviewed

the Comprehensive Plan and had the opportunity in the 80' s and 90' s to help the
City with a lot of redevelopment projects and everyone of them was met with
fear and trepidation in the beginning. It is always going to happen. Rosesome

ville is for all intents and purposes a fully developed City so wherever someone
to do

goes
ed

he

can

a project

is

there

speak with

always

personal

going to be

experience

about

edges

and

will

CommonBond.

be issues.

He stat-

He has reviewed

their projects in other communities and have reviewed their product. A number of

people opposed to the project have said nice things about CommonBond but said
it does not matter. He thought it does matter because it is CommonBond because

this is going to be an immediate neighbor and the neighborhood needs someone
who will do what it says it will do and will follow through and manage the property

long

term.

He

would

urge

the

Council

to

support

the project.

He stated Ro-

seville definitely needs affordable housing and there is never going to be a perfect
site or an infill site that does not have edges, does not have challenges and from
experience
and

looked

he has gone back ten years after controversial
at

the things

people

were

concerned

about

and

projects were approved
if the City does its job
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right and if the plans are reviewed and inspected properly and if the developer
does what it says it is going to do those concerns don' t materialize.
Ms. Tara Jebens- Singh, 1056 Sherren Street

Ms. Jebens- Singh has lived in Roseville for over twenty years and she actually

chose Roseville because of its varied housing stock that supported families of all
ages

and

continues

incomes.
to

She hoped as the City continues to grow as a community it

support

families

of all

ages

and

incomes.

all

She stated for the last

fifteen years she has worked as a senior service and program provider and have a
little bit

knowledge

of professional

of

the

needs

of

the

senior

community.

She

currently serves on numerous boards and advisory councils overseeing senior services in the Northeast Metro regarding nutrition services, transportation services,

in home services, fighting social isolation and advocating for the creation of age
On that note, she regularly delivers meals on wheels
friendly communities.
throughout the area and she visits numerous senior housing communities all over
She stated senthe place and has never had a hard time finding a parking space.
iors do transition out of having a vehicle and she has never had an issue with
parking. There are close to one in five of the residents that are 65 and over and
that is going to continue
to trend.
Unfortunately, in the Twin Cities area twothirds

of

spend

thirty

affordable

the

seniors

percent

are
or

housing

senior

house burdened.

more

of

their

Cost burdened in their housing and

income

in the community.

on

housing.

There is a real need for

She supports affordable housing for

everyone, but she specifically supports this particular project because of its location, access to services and transportation and as other folks have said Common-

Bond has a stellar reputation in the community and the professional world serving
seniors and those searching for affordable housing. The City cannot find a better
partner in this.
She thought this is the right thing to do because the senior citizens
in the City have lived her, worked here, raised their families here and want to stay
her and continue to contribute to their community and it is on the rest of the
community to provide options so that folks can continue to live and age in this
community. She encouraged the City Council to support this project.
Reverend

Riz Prakasim,

965 Larpenteur

Ave W

Reverend Prakasum stated he is the pastor at New Life Presbyterian Church in
Roseville. He is attending to speak from
ed he wants to supportive
CommonBond.

a

faith community perspective.
He statHis church participates in a nonprofit

project called Project Home, a temporary homeless shelter and it happens every
month

at

month

of

two locations
April.

each

month.

His church is one of the locations for the

Some of these families are composed of grandparents and grand-

There are probably no more than 12 families per year. These are hard
working folk that have fallen on hard times and had bad things happen which
children.

makes

slide into homelessness.
There is a demonstrated need for affordable
His congregation is composed of an average age of parishioners of

them

housing.

about 65 and he intimately knows their situations as well and there is going to be
a great

need

going

forward for

affordable

housing.

He has heard

some

objections
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to this, and he thought he could sincerely sympathize with those, but he thought
there was a bigger picture. He was very dismayed to hear that affordable housing
has not been built in Roseville in over 41 years and definitely felt Roseville can
be better at that as the City continues to have more diverse groups of people moving into the city. There is certainly a need for that. When the parish' s great room

is used in the month of April, he would be lying in saying it was not an inconvenience, it most certainly is so he understands it is inconvenient and may not be
what

was

intended but

never
really is easy. He encouraged everyone to
he believed it is always the right time to do the right

change

please support this because

thing.

Mr. Craig Christiansen, 2951 Galtier Street

Mr. Christiansen stated up until this point tonight, everyone that has spoken does
not

even

live in the

area

and

are

tion that live in the immediate

for it.

area

There are eighty- four names on the peti-

that

are

against

it.

There is no petition out

there that is for it. He urged the Council to consider the other areas that are zoned
high

density and to not build in this
medium density but not high density.

area.

He would be in favor of townhomes,

Ms. Amy Barrett, 2613- Wheeler St N
Ms. Barrett had written to the City Council and felt it was appropriate that she

speak at this point because she lives in a neighborhood with high density senior
housing, the Sunrise Development at Snelling and County Road C. She wanted to
say to people that are concerned about the CommonBond Building, her neighborhood loves having Sunrise as a neighbor. It is a beautiful building, a large building and is a great neighbor. It is quiet, clean and well kept. It definitely enhances
that

part

of

the

She thought her neighborhood

neighborhood.

went through some

concern when that was being developed but in hind site it definitely was the right
thing to do and the neighborhood is glad it is there and even though this is an uncertain time for those of you facing some change in their neighborhood, it will
probably

not

be

bad

as

as

the

residents

think

it

might

be.

She suggested

people

look at Sunrise to see a successful similar development of high- density senior
housing that is working really well in the neighborhood.
Ms. Barrett works for the State Department of Human Services, so she also
speaks

as

a public

servant

about

thing. She has
She urged the Council to support this project

the importance

devoted her career to public service.

of

doing

the

right

because she felt it is the right thing.

Ms. Cathy Croghan, 1961 Midland Hills Road
Ms. Croghan

stated

she was

at

the meeting

to speak

in

support

of

the

project.

She

was both a community member concerned for overall vitality and strength of the

community and she was also at the meeting as a retired geriatric public health
nurse. She often looks at City enhancements in terms of transportation, walkability,

housing,

in

terms

of

that

twenty- three

percent

of

Roseville

population

is
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sixty- five

and

and

older

she

is

those

of

one

She is aging in

people.

She

place.

stated her wife and her are in the late sixties and beginning to think about what is
next but want to stay in Roseville whether it be maintaining the house she and her
in

are

wife

or

moving

to

a

condo

or

A lot of their aging neighbors

apartment.

want to stay in Roseville as well and that means there needs to be housing options
for the older citizens of the community.

It has already been said that twenty- three

percent of the population is sixty- five and older which is one in four and a significant

to have

and

population

aging

we

housing

affordable

to

need

the

across

prepare
range

our

and

community

that includes

for that.
this

We need

project.

This is

an ideal project that CommonBond has brought to us. This is a major opportunity

and the City' s chance to do the right thing because no one like CommonBond is
to

going

the

approach

City

again

and

the

City

needs

affordable

housing.

Corn-

monBond has an excellent track record and the City needs to accept the invitation.
She is acutely aware of how jarring this rezoning is going to be for the immediate
neighbors because her City, Roseville, rezoned single family residential property
adjoining her home to build a three- story condominium building. She knows
what it is like and she still thinks this is the right project for the community as a
whole.
She strongly encouraged that CommonBond and the City Staff thought-

fully

pursue

mitigations.

It

appears

that

the

discussion

is going

She stated

on.

parking and tree preservation should be looked at because it is very important,

screening and landscaping with special attention to conifers to that screen if possible. Lighting is very important, especially if there is going to be parking next to
these residences.

Ms. Mindy Greiling, 2495 Marion Street
Ms. Greiling spoke at the Planning Commission

meeting.

She stated she has been

coming to Council meetings for decades and the first time she testified at this
body was for the League of Women Voters for Villa Park Condo' s on County
Road B. The League was in partnership and testifying with Roseville Lutheran
Church. She stated she is still for affordable housing and is the Co- Chair of the
League

Women

of

troversial

Voters

She did not think Villa Park was con-

Housing Study.

People were much more concerned about that and that was

anymore.

not affordable housing, it was market rate and built as being affordable but not
terribly
stated

affordable

neighbors

compared

always

to the type

oppose

of projects

it and the Council

CommonBond

does.

back then had courage,

She
she

thanked all of the Councilmember tonight who the same courage to make Roseville better.

Mr. David Kacmarynski, 225 So. Owasso
Mr. Kacmarynski

is

opposed

to the

project.

The one concern he has is there are

areas in Roseville that are stated for high density property and he wondered why
those

be looked

As far as the density, he thought the amount
of traffic that will be reintroduced into South Owasso Boulevard is going to be
areas

drastic.
was

would

not

at.

When he moved in, Owasso Hills was not built at the time but once it

built the traffic

count

went

up

quite

a

bit.

He

stated

there

was

a

lot

of speed-
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ing and the road was changed, which is great, but there are still people that go
right through the stop sign. He thought the traffic will get worse once this project
moves forward.

Mr. Jim Studenski, 3055 Woodbridge Street

Mr. Studenski stated overall everything discussed and everything in the Comp.
Plan,
for

are

general

the

stated

The residents want affordable housing and places

statements.

to live but the discussions tonight

people

specifics

of

this

have

site

are

only the

been talked

not

general

about

at

He

component.

this meeting.

There

has been talk about a traffic study plan that everyone knows is wrong because the
Comp. Plan itself for 2030- 2040 says it is level service C and is going to get to a
level

service

F in the future.

This traffic plan shows it at a level service A and

staying at a level service A. He stated at the Planning meeting it was talked about
166 affordable units of need that there was a hundred units at County Road C and

Lexington that are only going to be 93 built but that is not affordable housing so
he did not know how that impacts the numbers being talked about today. He stated there has been talk about what attracted CommonBond to this site and that it is

a vacant lot but there is no talk about the three residential homes already there being taken down to get the added area for this. There is talk about CommonBond
typically doing nine to ninety units with affordable housing, but the three stories
and the sixty units are not being discussed.
Mr. Studenski

there is talk

stated

there needs to be discussion

about

the

bus

routes

and

about all of the components

traffic.

He thought

to determine the site,

number of units that should be there and what is going to work for everybody
moving forward

the

with

development

of

this

area.

He stated there is a house in

the process of being sold in the neighborhood and he talked to the realtor and the
realtor said there is at least a five percent drop in the value, the timing clearly
wants to be done before activity moves forward with the development right behind

that

property.

Rice Street

and

He stated the Comp. Plan calls out to do a corridor study for

wondered

if that is something

that

can

be

pushed

forward

on.

It

sounds like it is all zoned, everything for future development is still at the low
density residential and it seems like everyone is in agreement that it will not stay
that way. He would like the Rice Street Corridor study to move forward to understand

what

the

City

is going to have for that

whole

area.

As in the Roseville

Newsletter, Roseville does support home ownership and how to help residents
maintain their homes and those affordable to them and to others.

Mayor Roe closed the public comment to return to Council consideration.

Mayor Roe thought in terms of the question about buffer, this is a challenge that
cities face all of the time.
There is not a single answer that fits every situation

which the reality of buffer is and not everyone has the same definition of what a
is necessarily.
changing the level of

buffer

There was discussion

intensity

of use

as

a

earlier about the notion of sort of
way to buffer between the lowest and
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highest

intensity

of

use.

There have been many instances, some which were

brought up, where there is a little more immediate adjacency of not the same level
of intensity of use. What the City attempts to do in those cases is on each of those
properties, determine how close the types of activities on that property can be to
the adjacent type of property. For instance, the City has a height requirement that
was recently added to the code within the last couple of years where if putting

high density residential or a commercial property next to a single family residential, the setback from that single- family lot line for the building is a function of
the height

building. That is one of the ways that the City attempts to address the notion of the transition between the intensity of use.
of

the

Mayor Roe stated it was also mentioned the City has property standards which are

in the Zoning Code which relate to fences and plantings and ways to screen activities, maybe as it relates to headlights in a drive- through activity. The City, in the
Zoning Code, tries not to locate incompatible uses next to each other. It gets to be
a challenge in these types of situations where it is not black and white that some-

thing is incompatible as it might be with an industrial facility and single family
residential. That is an attempt to answer that question and may not be a complete
answer. The City does have a number of requirements in Code as it relates to set-

backs, screening and the types of uses that can be adjacent to each other but all of
those situations can come into play in different scenarios across the City depend-

ing on what has already been done or what is being proposed.
Mayor Roe stated the question about the Rice Street Corridor study is something
that has been talked about and there is no current plan to undertake that at this

time and since he participated on the 2030 Comp. Plan process back in 2010,
nothing has been done since then to initiate the study other than perhaps some
conversations

with Little Canada about that at this point.

Mayor Roe asked if staff could respond to the question about the amount of traffic

in the traffic study versus the Comp. Plan.
Mr. Trudgeon stated he took a quick look at the 2030 Comp. Plan and there were
certain intersections

in the corridor, Rice Street at Larpenteur,

Rice Street at

County Road C that were levels C, D, E and F but nothing up at this particular
end
were

of

the

corridor

or

at

Rice

and

Owasso.

Those were referencing things that

south.

Mayor Roe stated each intersection is analyzed in traffic studies as to the level of
service and that has to do with the wait times at the different adjacent corners or
the intersection.

The traffic study indicated at this particular intersection the cur-

rent level of service is A and actually the level of service D is considered acceptable in most scenarios. There is a long way to go in terms of wait time from Level
A,

where

it is

now

at

this intersection to

get

to Level D

or

F.
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Mayor Roe stated other questions was regarding the need for 166 affordable units
versus

other

fordable

He stated the 166 affordable was in reference to senior af-

projects.

housing

City. Other projects that are being built in the City
may not be affordable, such as across the street from City Hall, there is a certain
across

level of care associated

the

with it and it is not even considered

a market rate in that

sense, it is actually a specific type of use.
Councilmember Willmus thought one thing that should be addressed because it is

pretty clear this evening that it really is not out there for broader public consumptions, just the number of projects, the number of units that are actually in the pipe-

line right now, are quite staggering when looking at close to eighteen hundred
units that are pending or planned in the near future.
Mayor Roe did not think that was specifically in response to a question brought
up.

Councilmember Willmus thought it was and is in response to several statements

that have been made that this is the only one and he did not think that was an accurate

representation

as

to

what

is actually

in Roseville.

occurring

He stated a

person could look back specifically at the action the Council took at the May 13` h
meetings,

with respect to the number of affordable

rate

that the Council

are

units
all

aspects

that

need

to

gave
come

approval

for

into play.

and

units and the number of market
will

be moving forward.

He thought

Those

that was a piece that was

missing and a piece, when talking about communication, that the City needs to do
a better job of letting people know what is being done and where the projects are.
Mayor Roe asked if the intention was that the three requested actions needed to be
taken as separate motions.

City Attorney Gaughan thought that would be appropriate.
Mayor Roe questioned if the solar study took into account the tree shadows.
Ms. Stockstrum indicated the trees were not taken into consideration in that study.
Groff moved, Etten seconded, adoption of Resolution No. 11604 ( Attachment

C)

Resolution Approving An Amendment To The Comprehensive Land
Use Plan Map Designation From Low Density Residential ( LR) And Neighborhood Business ( NB) To High Density Residential ( HR) For Property Located At
entitled, "

165 Owasso Boulevard, and 3011, 3029 And 3033 Rice Street( PF19- 004)."
Council Discussion
Councilmember
are

all

attached

Groff stated he made the motion because the different motions
so

it is

all about

this project

together

and

he

was

not

going to

reit-
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erate all of the things said and he understood both sides of it and thanked the
for their

speakers

He stated it is very heartfelt and a very difficult

comments.

thing but working in housing for forty-one years in the Metropolitan area he
knows there is a great need for housing of this sort. When he was door knocking
last year he came across a woman who was living in her house still and had been
a resident all her life, she and her husband built their house in Roseville in 1961

and have lived in Roseville since then and now she is living there alone and trying
to stay there on her social security check and she cannot do that anymore but really wants to stay in Roseville. This is a prime example of why Roseville needs this
type of housing and that is why he is making this motion.
Councilmember Etten stated he appreciated everyone coming out and he understood there is a lot of impact for a lot of people, remembering the impact is most

living close to the proposed development. He has five categories,
the first is around community need. There is a zero percent vacancy in affordable
acute

senior

for those

housing

which

to what

speaks

Member Groff has brought up.

People liv-

ing in single family homes across this City will need housing in this category,
some of the housing near City Hall is three to four thousand dollars a month without any support of care and is certainly not affordable versus the seven thousand
of this proposed development.

Councilmember Willmus brings up potential other

units and we know on the Council that units cannot be counted on until being
built.

It shifts and the needs change.

An example is the proposal at the corner of

Dale and County Road C, it was going to be one thing and then a developer pulled
out and
it shifted what it was.
Even when being built, sometimes it changes.
Some special considerations

Density

Resolution)

people asked about, aren' t there enough HDR ( High
lots.

There are certainly some of those lots but many
of them are small and are not big enough to host an HDR building. There are also
sites that are mixed use with business and housing and most of those will require
redevelopment and have additional costs, making them harder to make affordable.
zoned

Councilmember Etten stated one of the unique positives is it is on a major road
and the cross street is a collector street and is made to take extra traffic and has a

stop light. This is actually fairly unique in the City and is not a thing that the City
has

a

lot

of, even

on

Rice

Street.

The other corners

are commercial

there and

could actually drive more traffic then this kind of development, based on the traf-

fic study. For him, why this is not unique is it is single family next to high density. He lives about a block from the Villa Park Condo' s and have talked to some

neighbors living there and one neighbor who was even buying a house as the project was being built and talked about some of the concerns at the time and there
are no concerns now from that neighbor. He stated that is something a block from

his house. He lives in the SE corner of Roseville and is the only census tract that
is identified as have a high- low income population

and tons of apartment build-

ings and he has chosen to live there; he grew up there and moved back there with
his

family

ern

pieces,

to

raise

one

his

was

children.

mentioned

He
on

sees

that

all over

the place.

Some more mod-

Fulham Street, The Midland

Hills

Develop-
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ment, in the last twenty years, the GreenhouseVillage Co- op and both are next to
single family homes and this Council, just four or five years ago in working with
the School District, approved the Owasso School Site next to single family
This is certainly happening. Green House Village is another example,
homes.
built int 2005 on Larpenteur right next to abutting single family homes.
Councilmember

Etten stated this is something

that has happened

frequently

through the last twenty years in Roseville and he has not, as a Councilmember,
He
heard in his six plus years from anybody living in those areas with concerns.
understood this is impactful for some people, but he also knew that long term it is
One more thing on why it is
something that people figure out is not as negative.
not unique, if this were medium density, as some people have called for, the stated height or maximum height in medium density is forty feet and the goal for that
project, which cannot be guaranteed is thirty- eight feet. Even if it is a little higher
it is not that far off from what medium density could be. If looking at building
size and things like that a medium density property could be just as big or bigger
as far as height.
The final thing for him and most importantly is the people who
would move in are people and may live in Roseville right now or not but those
people are coming and want to be a part of a community also and he hoped that
people would be open to that as a positive for their community in the future.
Councilmember

Willmus stated he will not be supporting the motion for several

Roseville has, over the years, spent considerable time looking at this
question of multi- family housing, looking to Districts where the Council wants to
see multi- family housing, looking to Districts where the Council wants to protect
reasons.

existing housing stock. District 5 in the 2030 plan and again in the 2040 plan has
been one of those areas where the City has looked to preserve what is in place.
The Council has spent great time and effort to look to various corridors, for ex-

ample County Road C and looked to redevelopment efforts there and to accomHe stated the Council has looked to Twin
multi- family housing there.
Lakes to accommodate multi- family housing there. When you speak to availabil-

modate

ity of properties that are zoned HDR, you are correct but throughout the City' s
Zoning Code there are accommodations for multi- family within a broad scope of
different districts.
All of the community mixed use districts, for example, accommodate multi- family housing.
In fact, many of the proposals that came forward

on

May

proposed.
was

13th

were

in those very districts.

Several hundred of units being

This is an all or nothing here with CommonBond and he thought that

a misnomer

and

he thought

it is misleading

to the broader

public.

When the

City drafts it Comprehensive Plan and identify a specific region and say the City
is going to work with the neighbors and are going to plan these areas, that is
something

that

the

City

needs

to

hold

to and that

the

City

needs

to do.

He stated

the Council is stepping away from that. He did not think, given what we have, on
the table before us, coming to us in the future, necessitates that significant step at
this point.
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Councilmember

ing

Willmus stated he has significant concerns with regard to rezon-

property based merely

of

on

a

generalized

concept.

Councilmember Etten

spoke to County Road C and Dale and how that project has changed. When look-

ing to a concept and looking to increase density beyond what is typically seen in
HDR- 1 and more along the lines of an HDR- 2 standard, that the Council typically
wanted to see in the City' s broader Commercial District such as Rosedale, which
also

him

gives

There

pause.

is a number

of things

about this proposal

thinks goes beyond scope of what the Council has communicated

that he

to the broader

City will look to and to do. He thought it was certainly something
that should give the Council pause and give them time to step back. He stated the
Council has put great energy into planning, for example, the Armory site.
He
public

that the

wondered

if there was a double standard

that it is not appropriate

to do a similar

process here. He was concerned about that. When the Council looks to and talks
about the Rice Larpenteur corridor and the Rice Street corridor and the conversa-

tions he has been having and have been putting out there since the inception of
these conversations is that the Council needs to look at the entirety of Rice Street
from the

southern

border to the

border.

northern

But yet, for some reason that

conversation stops as we approach County Road B and it shouldn' t. The Council
should not be initiating rezoning in certain areas until the Council has those
broader

He stated we all recognize

conversations.

the need for affordable

hous-

ing, senior and otherwise. He stated he has a child in college right now that is go-

ing to graduate with a degree in elementary education and she is going to have a
difficult time affording

a place

to live in Roseville.

There is a need there and the

Council knows that but there is also a proper planning process to go forward with

which to identify areas that make the most sense. He stated there is not a grocery
store within a mile of this location.

Councilmember Laliberte indicated she is very supportive of the City' s goals for
affordable

housing. The Council has talked about that at great length as a part of

the City' s Comprehensive Planning discussions and other housing discussions.
She is also struck by the fact that the City has not doneaffordable senior housing
in Roseville

since

1978.

Some of the Council has not been here that long and felt

that responsibility for that but

a

fact is

a

fact.

She has also door knocked and

talked to many people who want to stay in this community and are cost burdened
in their homes and that is not lost on her.
She stated she was very concerned
about that which is why the Council has had a lot of discussions about other types

of housing in Roseville and she thought the Council has all been supportive of
what

those

might

be.

All that being said, the Council has not done that study of

that section which was talked about and a continuation of the full Rice Street cor-

ridor and the Council just spent over a year talking about the Comprehensive Plan
and

never

at

any

point

did this

show

up

as

being

a great

place.

She felt this was

being very reactive and is not as proactive and forward planning as someone had
mentioned earlier. That is the Council' s job to forward plan and look at what the

community is going to need and where those opportunities will best materialize.
She

stated

she

appreciated

CommonBond

and

have

put

together

a great

proposal
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and have done a thorough job of working with the community and coming

hearing. For her, she was
not going to support it, but it is not for her about CommonBond at all or the need
for affordable housing or the need for affordable senior housing because she is acthrough

tually in

all

of

the

support

open

of all

house

of

processes

those

and

the

components.

public

This is about this particular area of

the City which the Council has not done due diligence of determining that this is
the best use for this spot.
Councilmember Laliberte stated she did feel she had stated for the last year and a

half to two years that the City has a lot of high density residential and she contin-

ues to bring up that the density and intensity tends to be what she has pause about
and have advocated for other housing options as transitions, buffers, whatever the
City wants to define them as and even if she were supportive of this tonight of the

rezoning, she would not be supportive of the Conditional Use and increased density.

Councilmember Etten stated the County Road C and Dale was an example for
him

about

something that had

changed

even

after

it

was

started.

The difference

here is the whole process and conditions give the City a lot of control because it is
Use. He stated the City has some control over the type and the ima Conditional
pact of that.
To the idea of a study of Rice Street, he was open to that and if the
Council wanted to add that later to the goals, he would be open to doing that. He
was not sure that this has to wait in that process but that is clearly a concern and
sure should raise the level of engaging the community and engaging the neighboring communities and that is the challenge. The City has seen that challenge at

Rice and Larpenteur and not an easy thing and staff may ask how to do both, so
the Council

needs

to figure

out

how

to make

that

reasonable.

He wanted to state

publicly that he would be open to how the City can move forward with that over
time. Finally, to the Comp. Plan, the City has just finished going through a process with the 2040 Comp. Plan, but the City has regularly changed Comp. Plans
to fit pieces that come before the Council, whether it is City or staff driven or

whether it is a developer coming in. The Comp. Plan is certainly not a fixed document and not one that anticipates all and is set in what everything will happen in

the future. This is something that is okay despite not fitting the current map.
Councilmember

Groff stated he would concur with Councilmember

Etten' s re-

sponses and wanted to point out when talking about affordable housing, that the

Council does not necessarily choose the sites and then go and get a developer.
The developer comes to the City with a proposal so when saying this is not the
right site, he was sure CommonBond looked at those other sites and this is the one
that fit with what was needed. He stated if the Councilmembers are for affordable

housing then he thought each Councilmember needed to vote for affordable housing

and not

just

stated

that the Councilmember

is for it.
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Councilmember Willmus stated that the Council often times directly engage with
developers and focus on certain, specific areas to look for redevelopment.

That is

one of the things the Council does and why the Council plans.
Councilmember Laliberte stated that is one of the reasons why she continues to
advocate for an open house with developers, so the Council can actually do exact-

ly

She stated she was not inconsistent on that and is supportive of the City' s

that.

goals and have also been consistent about the City needs to work with people to
put them in the places where the City has done public process.
While she agrees
that the Comprehensive Plan is something that can be changed, and the Council
has the ability to

whenever

change

the Council

deems it

will

do that.

That being

said, the Comprehensive Plan specifically requires a very public process and so
she just thought that the City should be consistent.
Mayor Roe

he

stated

to

wanted

address

a

couple

of

things.

First of all, the big

piece of this decision that comes first is the Comprehensive Plan Land Use Map
designation change.
To him, in looking at that, he sets aside whether it is an affordable

proposal

that these

streets

or not.
are.

He looks at the use that is there now and at the types of

He looks at other things that could happen under the exist-

ing uses and he looks more broadly at the context of what has been mentioned, the
Rice Street Corridor.
change

at

He thought for those reasons it makes sense to make this

location.

this

He thought, as has been mentioned

with neighborhood

business, a lot of things that can happen in a neighborhood business site could be

built without any Council input and could be as tall, could be more intense, could
create

a

lot

of

traffic issues

and

potentially

other

issues in the

neighborhood.

He

stated the City does through this process have some control over what happens
here, and he thought that the density of housing along a corridor like Rice Street is
what

tends to

make

sense

from

a

planning

point

of view.

He stated as was men-

tioned very well by someone in the audience, the City does not necessarily want
to put very intense uses in the middle of residential neighborhoods, the City wants
to

try

to

keep

those

at edges

of neighborhoods.

When looking at what is going on

in Little Canada across the street and some of the development that is there as

well as existing uses, he believed Rice Street is the edge of single- family neighborhood.

Mayor Roe thought despite talking about looking at the corridor, which he is all

supportive of, he thought the reality of the corridor is that most likely what is going to come out of a study is going to be more intensity of use along that street.
Evidence of that is being seen in Little Canada and also in Shoreview and he
thought that is going to be a continuation going forward because it is a major arterial street and is the kind of place where these types of intensities should be locat-

ed. That is going to mean there will be some transition from some existing single
family

and

we

have

already

south

of

County

Road

B,

even

without

the

Rice/ Larpenteur activity that the Council talks a lot about and is going on right
now.

In the 2030 Comprehensive Plan the Council designated

all

of

the

proper-
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ties along Rice Street, south of County Road B and perhaps north of County Road
B up to a point as community business locations.
There was definitely a vision
that along that corridor there was going to be an intensification of use.
Mayor Roe thought there is a desire in the Metro area to look at Rice Street as a

better and improved transit corridor and he thought the opportunities for folks us-

ing transit in that area are going to be hopefully increase. He stated from experience, living with his senior grandmother who went through the depression and a
number of other things, she was very adept at planning around bus schedules and

he thought that was something that people learn to do when transit is a part of
their life. Despite the lack of service that people might think of in terms of day to
day lives for most people, it can work very well for people, especially people who
are otherwise dependent on a once a week ride. For those reasons, he thought the
land

use

that

there

change
are

makes

still

sense.

transitional

He says that with the complete acknowledgement
issues.

He thought, in that Zoning District, the

building could be within thirty feet of the back property line and he thought that
the acknowledgment is the City does not want to do that next to single family residential and so the plan is to put the building as far away as possible from the sinfamily residential. There is the benefit in this area of some deeper lots and
will reduce the impact on the homeowners to the west and north. It is not going to
gle

make it perfect and will not be the same as it is now, but the reality is this type of
land use on this site tends to make sense, so he was supportive of the Comprehensive Plan Land Use Designation

change.

Roll Call
Ayes: Groff, Etten, and Roe.
Nays: Willmus, Laliberte.

Etten moved, Groff seconded, enactment of Ordinance No. 1571 ( Attachment D)
entitled, "

An Ordinance Amending Title 10 Of The City Code, Changing Certain

Real Property Located At 165 Owasso Boulevard, and 3011, 3029, and 3033 Rice
Street

From

Low

Density

Residential-

1(

LDR- 1)

District

and Neighborhood

Business ( NB) District To High Density Residential- 1 ( HDR- 1) District."
Roll Call
Ayes: Groff, Etten, and Roe.
Nays: Willmus, Laliberte.

Mayor Roe commented Conditions Seven and Eight the shall language is not carried through from the other conditions, is there any staff or attorney concern about
the language as is without having " shall".
He asked if there was any intent on
those.

City Attorney Gaughan did not think that was done by design, but he did not think
it materially

alters

the

requirement.
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Councilmember

Willmus

asked if a condition

could be added to this.

That condi-

tion directly if the City has given consideration to impervious coverage and run
off and trees, etc. to look at a maximum improvement area of seventy- five percent
which is in line with the City' s HDR- 1 standards.

Mayor Roe stated if that is a standard in the HDR- 1 Zoning Code he was not sure
why it would need to be added as a condition.
Councilmember Willmus stated the Conditional Use is going to densities beyond
HDR- 1.

Mayor Roe indicated most specifically the number of units. He thought that is the
only differentiation from the requirements of HDR- 1 would be the number of
units.

The developer would still have to meet all of the other requirements

of that

Zoning District as he understood that.
City Attorney Gaughan clarified that is what condition number seven states.
Groff moved, Etten seconded,

adoption of Resolution

No. 11605 ( Attachment

E)

Resolution Approving A Conditional Use Pursuant To Table 1004- 6
1009. 02C Of The City Code, at 165 South Owasso Boulevard, and 3011,

entitled, "

And §

3029, and 3033 Rice Street ( PF19- 004)."

Roll Call

Ayes: Groff, Etten, and Roe.
Nays: Willmus, Laliberte.

Recess

Mayor Roe recessed the meeting at approximately 8: 37 p.m. to convene the EDA Meeting.
EDA MEETING

Mayor Roe convened the EDA Meeting at approximately 8: 38 p.m.
RECONVENE
At approximately

8: 46 p. m.,.

CITY COUNCIL MEETING

Mayor Roe reconvened the City Council meeting after adjournment

of the EDA meeting.
Recess

Mayor Roe recessed the meeting at approximately 8: 47 p. m., and reconvened at approximately
8: 54 p. m.

10.

Business Items Continued
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a.

Hold Public Hearing and Consider Approval of Request for a Variance to the
City Noise Ordinance for the County Road C Reconstruction Project.

Assistant Public Works Director/ City Engineer Jesse Freihammer briefly highlighted this item as detailed

in the RCA and related attachments

dated June 3,

2019.

Mayor Roe stated for clarification on Saturday the normal start time would be
9: 00.

Councilmember

Laliberte

asked if this change would be for the duration of the

project.

Mr. Freihammer indicated it would.

Mayor Roe asked if the work would always be done during those morning hours
or periodically throughout the length of the project.
Mr. Freihammer

stated indications

are if the time change

was approved

it would

become the normal working throughout the duration of the entire project.

Mayor Roe reviewed public hearing protocol and opened the public hearing at approximately 8: 56 p. m.
Public Comment

Mr. Doug Arnold, GM at Holiday Inn Express on Long Lake Road
Mr. Arnold stated he is not a resident of Roseville but has been there for three
years
of

since

TPI

in 2016.

reopening

Hospitality,

an

He stated along with being the GM he is also part

employee

owned

not be approved due to the disturbances
hurt the

Holiday

Inn'

s

reputation

and

He would like the variance to

company.

to the guests at the hotel which would

revenues

going

into its busiest

season.

He

stated this would disrupt roughly 59 rooms during the busiest season.

With no one else appearing to speak, Mayor Roe closed the public hearing at approximately 8: 58 p. m.
Council Discussion
Councilmember

Willmus if the extended hours are not approved, what is the real-

istic time frame for this project.

Mr. Freihammer stated judging from the comments by the contractor at the preconstruction meeting a couple of weeks ago it was indicated the timeline was al-

ready very stretched and that was assuming the variances would be approved. He
noted

St.

Anthony

did

approve

the same

variance

a

few

weeks

ago.

The

contrac-
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tor did indicate it would be very difficult and would potentially cause additional
work to drag into 2020.
Councilmember Laliberte asked if the variance was already approved in St. An-

thony, could the contractor start down there each day and then come to Roseville
when the hours are more appropriate.

Mr. Freihammer stated potentially that could happen.
Councilmember Etten asked if whether the City could limit that space north of
County Road C on Long Lake Road to the normal hours and give the variance to
the rest of the extent of the project. He wondered if that was the only residence or
apartment building in that stretch.

Mr. Freihammer stated that would be the only housing type use that he was aware
of

Councilmember
was

Willmus stated some of this area entails the ramps on 35W, if he

correct.

Mr. Freihammer stated the ramps are a part of the MNDot project so the project

limits will start at the signal light of Long Lake and County Road C and go south.
Councilmember Willmus stated what he was getting at is part of the extended

hours a benefit of reduced traffic when the contractor is actually there working.
Mr. Freihammer stated that was correct. He stated the overall timing of this project was meant to coordinate with County Road C with the closure. Staff has been
notified that the closures of those ramps for the southbound direction will begin

around June 14th so the timing of the project for those extended working hours or
just for the general project do timeout relatively well in the fact that t here will be
less traffic overall on the corridor while under construction.

Mayor Roe asked if staff knows if the 35W MNPass project has any exemptions
from any work hour noise requirements.
Mr. Freihammer stated MNDot does not consider those types of variances and
will work when needed.

Mayor Roe thought it might make sense to try to restrict the area on this. He was

not sure if it would be Long Lake Road or just west of the railroad tracks with extended hours. He indicated he would be open to thoughts from the Council.
Etten moved, Laliberte seconded, adoption of Resolution No. 11606 ( Attachment
A)

entitled, "

Resolution

Requesting

A Variance

From

City

Code Section

405. 03,
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Hourly Restriction On Certain Operations For The County Road C Reconstruction
Project.",

exempting the stretch of Long Lake Road north of County Road C from

that variance.

Council Discussion

Councilmember

Etten stated he figured adjusting the variance will help protect

this business that has recently invested a fair amount in the business and helps to
support them and still gives the contractor about fourteen hours a day to work in
the area.

Councilmember Laliberte agreed and indicated the City did not want this stretching on any longer than it has to. If the Council can make some accommodation,
she would like to do that.

Councilmember

Groff stated his only concern with that is he is not a road con-

struction expert and sometimes machinery cannot be moved from one location to
another.

Mr. Freihammer

thought the Council' s consideration

is reasonable

and staff can

work with contractors if needed.

Roll Call
Ayes: Willmus, Laliberte, Groff, Etten, and Roe.
Nays: None.

c.

Hold a Public Hearing and Consider a Resolution Approving A Variance to
the Noise Ordinance to Temporarily Extend Construction Activity Hours at
Roseville

Center, 1121- 1151 Larpenteur

Avenue.

Item was withdrawn by applicant.
Recess

Mayor Roe recessed the meeting at approximately 9: 03 p.m., and reconvened at approximately
9: 04 p.m.
d.

Joint Meeting with the Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission

Mayor Roe indicated the Council and Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement

Commission has a joint meeting periodically to review items the HRIEC is working on and will be working on in the coming months.
HRIEC

Commissioners

Commissioners

Bolinger

present
and

Djevi

were
and

Chair

Beltmann,

Vice

Youth Commissioner

Chair Peterson,

Hansel.
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Chair Beltmann reviewed the City Department survey and Best Practices document, Phase I with the City Council.
Mayor Roe he thought the Commission has laid out what has been done with the
engagement

project and what the next steps will be.

Councilmember Etten thanked the Commission for the work done so far and
thought

it

was

to survey the

good

He wondered

staff.

if the Commission

had

some collection and organization of what City Staff currently does.
Chair Beltmann

stated

it

was

part

of

the survey

process.

The Commission

has a

summary of the results of the survey in the Best Practices document on what staff
is already doing for engagement and what tools and methods staff has used. She
stated the second phase of this would be to work with staff to implement and integrate the GARE toolkit into the best practice document.

Councilmember Etten thought rather than a second phase it is kind of a circle pro-

cess where one thing is feeding another at this point. He would like to say that the
City has done some good things and some modest things so the City would not

need to stick within the structures that it currently has.
Chair Beltmann stated the Commission

will continue to look at ways to improve

City processes.

Councilmember Groff stated he was on this Commission and it is exciting to see
where it has gone to and how it has coalesced around some ideas and brought
some

really

good

things

forward.

He thought this is a great opportunity for the

City and he thought coordinating the GARE project with what the Commission is

doing is a perfect match and he thought the input was going to be invaluable. He
wanted

to

compliment

the

Commission

on the Proclamation

and thought

the

Commission did a really good job on those.
Councilmember Laliberte thanked the Commission for all the work being done
throughout

the

year

and

the

proposal

and

questions

for the Council.

Regarding

the survey, she thought it would be a good recommendation to include the survey
as an addendum because she would actually see this as a slice in time and the City
always wants to be improving engagement and is going to have to be a living
document

if the

City

wants

it to be truly

effective.

She thought

this might be

something that the Commission will need to review every year and update whenever new things have been added and done and attempted.
Councilmember Laliberte thought the outreach the Commission did as a part of

the Proclamations was a good example of identifying who to reach out to for certain things so putting together
any kind of a contact list or a leadership list of who
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in the community is a good person for that outreach connection also is probably
going to need to be a living document because people move on.
Mayor Roe thought it would be helpful as a way to organize the toolkit around
that range of types of engagement because certainly different types of tools in the
toolkit may apply more to different purposes of engagement. He thought as the
City develops more tools as this evolves, some will work better with certain types
of engagement

and

some

will

work

better

with

others.

It seems to him that the

City always needs to ask what is the objective of doing the engagement, what is
the City trying to achieve and who is the City trying to engage with and how
City do
moving forward.
would

the

it.

He thought everything

organizes

around those questions

Chair Beltmann reported there are a number of different worksheets in the toolkit
that get to that point but was removed from the packet for the Council to make it
smaller

to

review.

That would be one of the basic, first steps in the Best Practice

document.

Councilmember Laliberte said the Council has talked a lot about some type of

visual indicator when doing packets and thought the same thing should be here so
the community also knows at a glance what it is that their role might be or what
the City is looking for in the interaction.
Mayor Roe thought it was discussed about this being sort of two dimensional in
the sense that where and the types of engagement are we and then where in the

process of doing the engagement and the decision making is this particular step
that

people

are

involved in. He thought those are the two types of dimensions to

that which the Council has tried to envision.

Chair Beltmann reviewed Phase II of the Best Practices document with the Council.

Councilmember Etten thought the Commission was right in that the City needs to

do this and as the City identifies individuals or leaders that the City also looks at
institutions

that these leaders

might

be

a part

of and

might

run.

Institutions

that

might serve under-represented people in the community such as churches,

schools, restaurants and other community gathering points because individuals
move but a church does not, for example.

Councilmember Etten commented to the point of how the City makes that happen,

he has specifically moved people to be on the HRIEC who he felt like has those
types of connections and know people who may be underrepresented or have con-

nections in the community. He thought that can be a first step and then passed off
to staff

in

the end.
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Councilmember Laliberte thought it was important for the City to reach out to the
more permanent institutions that will be a part of the community regardless of
who the contact person is.
She would very much support the building of that list,
the

continual

updating

of

the list

and

gathering

she would have is making any commitments

of

information.

The one caution

because of the possible strain on

staff She thought the information needed to be gathered on how the City could
best outreach and then assess what the City could commit to.

Chair Beltmann said that is something the Commission has talked a lot about and
personally with the line of work she is in, is it is very important and none of the
Commissioners have discussed

going

out

and

making

promises.

It is really fo-

cused on the relationship building side and she thought wanting to gain a better

understanding of where the Commission can hold and maintain those relationships.

Councilmember Laliberte concurred with what Councilmember Etten said regard-

ing appointing people to the HRIEC who have connections so not everything has
to be handed

off

to

staff

because

of what

she

just

said.

She thought it was proba-

bly a combination of working to identify who the connections are and not only
doing a hand off to staff but also working out how to support this and a part of the
dialogue the Commission would have at their meetings.
Mayor Roe thought that

made

sense.

He thought the City had both the challenge

of developing the connection and the challenge of developing the infrastructure.
He thought it was important to try to figure out the connections to make and he
thought that will need to be a thoughtful process going forward, knowing what
some of those challenges are.

Mayor Roe stated another piece he wanted to add is with under represented

groups that maybe are not participating in the City processes right now, it is entirely possible that either and or both of these things are that members of these

groups may not know what the City does and how it impacts their lives and the
other piece maybe even if those groups do know those members choose to remain
unengaged.

He thought the City has to be respectful of that as well and do not

want to alienate

those groups.

Commissioner Djevi reported he was in a meeting in preparation of the Hispanic
Month celebration and one thing that came up at the meeting was that the Hispan-

ic community was not aware of the City passing the Resolution about Immigration which was personally shocking for him because he thought that was really a

good thing the City did but people intended to be affected by it were not involved
or aware.
This is the kind of relationship that he thought would be really helpful
in identifying where this lack in communication is so that the City can bring to the
community things that have already been done in a good or even bad way and
how

the

City

can

correct

them

by

working

together

with

the communities.
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Councilmember

Groff agreed and indicated he read through the HRIEC minutes

as well and wanted to clarify with the Council because what is going on here is
how much the Commission can do with connecting with the community with the
Council

approval

how

and

much

the

Council

wants

the Commission

to do.

He

thought from his perspective, when he was on the Commission, everyone is very
respectful

and

the

understand

limits.

He thought it was important to make that

contact because people do not realize what the HRIEC does and there is an educa-

tional component that may not fit the way the City sets them up for the different
communities. Maybe there is some piece that can be added that works.

Chair Beltmann thought the Commission was looking for approval to go out in an
official

capacity

to

make

those

connections.

If the Commission can do that to

build connections or should those connections be passed off to staff to make those
connections.

Mayor Roe thought it was very important in any kind of relationship the development

starts

with

the

actual

connection.

If the a Commissioner knows someone

to establish a connection then he thought, from his perspective, the Commission is

trying to bring those connections into the City one way or another and the Council
has. to expect that the Commissioners or other members of the community who

may not even be on the Commission have those connections can bring them in
and

be

a

personal

part

of

making

that

connection

with

those

individuals.

He

thought there would be a staff involvement, potentially at some point in this process

as well.

Commissioner Beltmann thought that is where the Best Practices document really
marries with this in that it would be for the Commission to go out and get feed-

back on what the community would like to see or to engage the community and
then the handoff and marrying of the relationship between that community group
and the City.

Councilmember Etten generally agreed with the comments but there is still a grey
area of where the Commission would hand off to City staff and he agreed that the
first connection has to be with people the Commissioners know and that is how

the relationships are built in a healthy way. Once a relationship is established and

community events are being planned that is where City Staff should be involved.
Councilmember Etten was thinking about the Hispanic Heritage event and looking back to the first event the City had with discussion about wanting to establish
some framing ahead of time before too many promises were made and too many

plans were done and thinking that this is June and the Hispanic Heritage event is a
few

months

away, he

wondered

at what

step is the planning

on

that.
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Commissioner Djevi stated the group he met with met in January but has not met
Part of it was probably a lack of communications.
since then.
That meeting went
about 45 minutes and the Commission phrased the question the following way,
Proclamations have been read at City Hall and two Proclamations have been cho-

sen for Pilot Programs with Hispanic Heritage Month being one of them and the
question was from the Hispanic community standpoint, what kind of activity
could the City do to make that community special and feel that that community is

There was discussion and an idea was to have a movie watching ses-

welcome.
sion

and

the

movie "

Cocoa"

came

up.

Another idea was to put together activity

games at a park where the kids could play during that month duration. The group
was supposed to meet again but that never happened.

Councilmember Etten thought those were great ideas but as it gets closer, he suggested bringing it back to the Council sooner than later so the Council can review
the plans and approve or change as needed before further commitments

are made.

Mayor Roe asked if it is activities, is its educational presentations or panel discussions,

what

are

the things that the

City

should

be

doing.

The Commission might

want to focus on two or three different things.

Commissioner Djevi reported at that group meeting there was discussion about
bringing the Proclamation forward and putting together an educational program so
people can be aware of that being something that has been done and activities for
kids.

Commissioner Bolinger suggested bringing in a couple of different types of activities.

One that might be really family oriented but also if the City is bringing in a
panel discussion or doing a round table discussion that the City also bring in child
care or some people to assist with that as well knowing that the community is
very entrenched with the family and providing those types of services as well at
events like that to make it easier for them to participate.

Councilmember Willmus said there has been a lot of discussion thrown out there
about Roseville U but one of things that he thought where the conversation ulti-

mately went was more focused on an open house and very similar to bringing
folks in or going out to the community and hosting an open house or something
along those lines blends in well with what is being discussed. He is hearing what
another department already does with outreach and does really well and that, for
example, is Discover Your Parks events. Perhaps something modeled along those
lines, but a different theme might work well and something to look into.
Mayor Roe indicated if the Commission uses Parks and Recreation resources for
something like that

there

is already

a

built- in

workforce

to

get

it done.
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Chair Beltmann noted there are specific examples on the two Proclamations

the

City is piloting this year, but she thought more broadly the thought is between the
document and then having some conversations with the Community is a start to
figuring out what those programs might be to draw people in. She did not think
the Commission has gotten to that point in conversations yet but is something
briefly brought up at part of what the Commission sees this work doing is helping
to define some new program ideas or concepts or reviving past programs but putting a new twist on them.

Councilmember Laliberte said while she appreciated what was being described as
putting something on to bring people in that don' t already interact with the City,
she also wants to be sure that the City is also including the people that are already
engaged with the City all of the time but needing to know more about their neighor different story.
of a different background
It is kind of two prong because

bors

then an understanding is being built that right now something may or may not be
missing but the City, at this point, doesn' t even know.
Councilmember Laliberte noted there has been a lot of conversation about the

Phase One and Phase Two the Commission brought forward and she really appreciated Councilmember Etten question about the September program. She also

wanted to mention is when the two Commissions were originally merged together,

the Council

ed

to

revive

had

those

some

ideas

ideas to

see

that

were

if that is

put
still

She want-

forth to the Commission.
what

the

City

wants.

There was talk

about wanting to do something like Roseville U or Citizenship Academy and
communities all over the State do that, but Roseville has kind of stopped doing

that. There was talk about doing an open house for the community that would be
a replacement for the Home and Garden Fair but would be more interactive and

open door to learn what the local Government does for its residents, which has not
She believed there was a presentation

been done.

or recommendation

from a pre-

vious Commission on the Welcome Packet that maybe went to staff but never got
to the Council so maybe that could be revived for the Commission to look at and
put the Commission' s own touch on it for the Council to review and react to those
ideas.

Another idea the Council originally put out there was some kind of event

or opportunity to celebrate all of the different people in the community, whether it
is music or story telling or food and dance, whatever it might be, she thought the
City could do more and better highlight and showcase the people of Roseville
community.

Councilmember Groff commented having been on the Commission, that is a lot of
work and when on a Commission, it meets once a month and he thought what the

Commission is trying to do is form a platform and a basis for going forward. Just
any

one

of

those

things

could

be

a

half

a

project.

year

He knew previous

Com-

missioner did some of the work, but those Commissioners are gone, and that work
does
was

not
more

continue

on unless

important

that

there

is

someone

the Commission

carrying

finds

what

it forward.

their

strengths

He thought it
are

and what
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their interests and passions are and if it is something that is very important to
Councilmember Laliberte or any other Councilmember then certainly direct the
Commission to do that but if it is not coming organically out of the Commission
he thought

it should rest until there is a Commissioner

that feels it is important

enough to do it.

Mayor Roe thought the idea of the Commission is to find out if the ideas are good

and find out if, as a City, those things should be done. Then it is up to the Council
to

figure

out

the

resources

with

staff as

to

whether

to do them.

He did not think

the Council expected to have the Commission plan everything.
Councilmember

Etten agreed and to the pieces Councilmember

Laliberte brought

forward, noted those are pieces the Council indicated as priorities and wanting to
have them but as the Commission transitioned some of those items got lost as

people moved on. The City has a new Council and four of the Members were on
a Council that wanted to look at an open house and those pieces are things that he
did

want

to

put

back into the decision- making

process.

Those things have been

lost and sometimes things come organically and these were things the Council had

put in the basket for the Commission and as working on things the Council wants
the Commission to keep things reasonable but at the same time to go back and revisit those items to address them.

Mayor Roe thought the Commission should look at these items and try to figure
out how to do them but not actually start making plans to do them.
The Council concurred.

Commissioner Djevi shared one idea he has proposed but has never happened is

having a diversity group walk in the parade. That would involve finding people
in the community who want to be a part of that diversity group walking and that
would also imply that the Commission would have the capacity of going into a
community to find those people. He reported it has not been clear to him that the
Commission

could

actually

go

out

and

find those

people.

That is one area he is

hearing that is something the Commission can do in terms of going out and finding those people.
Mayor Roe thought if that is an idea the Commission thinks the City should undertake, the Commission should have a discussion about it and decide if it should
be recommended to the Council and then the Council can respond to it and take
that recommendation
sion as a Commission,

because he thought the piece that has to happen is discusfeedback to the Council and then feedback to the Commis-

sion because he thought part of it is who is doing all of the work and he did not
think the Council is telling the Commission to go out and do all of the work and

set up people to walk in the parade, he thought the first discussion is if the City
wants

to have

people

walking

in

the

parade

who

should

it be

and

why

and

the
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Commission

should make a recommendation

and the Council

should review

it

and decide how to do it.

Chair Beltmann stated for the upcoming parade the Commission is highlighting
the LGBTQIA+

Proclamation so the Commission is working on filling the parade

spot.

Commissioner Peterson commented the Commission did bring that up at the last
joint meeting with the Council and it was briefly touched on and the Council did
not give any indication not to do it, so the Commission is moving forward with it.
Chair Beltmann thought with all of the ideas, being newer to the Commission, she
had not heard of the ideas and did think that as the Commission is talking about
opportunities to do further engagement in the community and what types of pro-

gramming and things the City could do she thought it was definitely worthwhile
for the Commission

to revisit the topics

and work through

them and at a future

meeting bring them forward the Council.
Chair Beltmann summarized what she has gotten out of this discussion with the

Council, in terms of building a list who should be contacts, the Commission is in
the clear to go forward with it, keeping in mind both community individuals and
institutions

and

organizations.

In terms of actually going out into the community,

where there are connections that tie to a key group or outreach group the Commission can go and start building those relationships or continue to nurture the re-

lationship. To talk about what engagement could look like but in terms of making
any promises about doing things, that is not a role for the Commission.
Councilmember Laliberte thought the Council would approve that but the only

thing would be for the Commission to loop in staff or Ms. Olson early in that process, so it becomes a shared list and not just the Commissioners individual contact

because things happen, and the City does not want to lose that contact.
Councilmember Etten reported one of the Commission' s list of accomplishments

deals with the creation of a position description as the Commission is looking at

recruiting youth members and he had a conversation with Ms. Olson about doing
this for everything so as the Commission looks at how Commissioners are recruited, part of that should be looking at connecting with each Commission and asking
them to create a description for each Commission.

Councilmember Groff liked the input from the Commissioners on their roles and

what each one likes about their position and what the Commission does.
Mayor Roe thought there was a little discussion about how to manage doing some
of the projects related to these recommendations
and

to

provide

some

feedback

on

it in

case

in the toolkit for the engagement

there

are

some

questions

is

the

idea
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that the Council seems to have had in terms of the notion of sub- committees

and

things like that is the Commission does all of the thought process and the work
and the development

of the ideas and the concepts and plans and then if someone

needs to be assigned a task related to that, whether it is specifically contacting
someone to get some information and bringing it back to the Commission to help
inform further discussion in the group and/ or writing the final report to bring back
for approval

makes sense but the Council

and deliberations

wants to make sure that the discussions

and decisions happen with the entire Commission.

Councilmember Willmus stated one of the concerns the Council has had with re-

spect to sub- committees is actually expressed in the minutes from the last meeting
respect
to Councilmember McComber
feeling left out of the process. The

with

HRIEC

is a large Commission

and he knows there have been some conversation

back and forth about the proper size of the Commission, etc. but that is something

where all members need to be included and when there are members that step
forward and note being a member of the Commission but do not feel engaged in
the Commission

that is a concern.

that is concerning

There has been a lot of transition on the Com-

He did not know what Staff is doing as far as
exit interviews to see if there is anything the City can glean from those for feed-

mission

as well.

back to the Commission.

Chair Beltmann

stated the Commission

does not want to create subgroups

that are

going out and doing a bunch of work behind closed doors and is not coming back
She thought when it got brought up more recently was with
the report, for example, having two people being able to sit down and talk through
and working on the report is both the opportunity to engage more people rather
than having it just sit with her but also in terms of thinking and thought process, it
to the Commission.

is helpful to have

another

person

She thought if two people could work

present.

on part of the report and drafting it and bringing it back to the Commission where
and revisions
being done is great. She thought that helps them
to not only provide opportunities for more people to be engaged in the work being
there is discussion

done but also helps streamline and move the work forward much more quickly
than it has been able to move forward.

Commissioner Peterson stated the Commission does a lot of work at the meetings

and for someone to come in as a new Commissioner during the midst of months
longs discussion is so challenging and she thought the Commission needs to work
on how to bring the new Commissioners up to speed but she has not thought of a
great

way.

She thought it takes time and maybe a requirement should be to have

the new Commissioners review previous meetings.

Councilmember Willmus asked if the Commission vacancy should be filled.
Commissioner
thought,

Peterson

personally,

that

thought
more

that

voices

was
at

up

to the

the table

are

Council
not

a

to

decide.

bad thing

and

She
the
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Commission

wants

on the Commission

more

diversity. She stated she feels really privileged sitting

and was not sure if she should be on the Commission because

there are people out there that need to have their voices heard and she did not
know if

she

was

doing

them justice.

She did not see why there could not be an-

other Commission Member who is of a diverse background on the Commission.

Mayor Roe thought new members could be assigned Mentor on the Commission.

Commissioner

Peterson stated the Commission has done that with Youth Com-

missioners and thought it went well.

Chair Beltmann has reached out to the new commissioners personally and Ms.
Olson has given them a bunch of information to talk about where the Commission

has been. She thought there were things that the City can do with onboarding that
can help the onboarding process and something that is needed to be looked at.
She thought there were opportunities

to better engage the new Commissioners

and

there has been a lot of turnover but not necessarily a symptom of there being
something wrong with the Commission. A lot of it has very reasonable explana-

She would say in terms of what was talked about at the last meeting with
the vacancy is that there is a great pool of candidates that the Council has already
interviewed and many represent diverse perspectives that are missing from the
Current Commission and the Commission would highly recommend that the
tions.

Council pick from one of those applicants.

Mayor Roe thanked the Commission for coming to the meeting.
Mayor Roe asked the Council, because it is close to curfew, how to proceed with
the rest of the information.

Councilmember Laliberte asked how much time the Council wanted to take to re-

view the Priority Planning document.
Mayor Roe asked if that should be moved to the June 17th Council meeting.
The Council concurred to move that item.

Councilmember Etten suggested ending the meeting at 10: 15 p.m. and bringing
Item G forward to the next Council meeting.

Etten moved, Groff seconded, extending the City Council meeting to 10: 15 p.m.
and moving Item G to the June 17, 2019 City Council meeting.
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Laliberte, Groff, Etten, and Roe.
Nays:

None
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e.

Consider Adopting Ordinances Amending the City Code and Centre Pointe
Planned Unit Development No. 1177

City Planner Thomas Paschke briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the RCA
and related attachments dated June 3, 2019.

Mayor Roe offered an opportunity for public comment, with no one coming forward.

Etten moved, Groff seconded, enactment of Ordinance No. 1572 ( Attachment C)
entitled, "

An Ordinance

Amending § 1001. 10 ( Definitions) Of The Roseville City

Code."

Council Discussion
Councilmember Etten commented the Council spent a lot of time on this and liked
the changes.

Councilmember Laliberte indicated she was in favor of it but was also in favor of
higher educations.
Mayor Roe concurred.

Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Laliberte, Groff, Etten, and Roe.
Nays: None

Etten moved,
entitled, "

Groff seconded,

enactment

of Ordinance

No. 1573 ( Attachment

D)

An Ordinance Amending The Centre Pointe Planned Unit Development

No. 1177."

Roll Call
Ayes: Willmus, Laliberte, Groff, Etten, and Roe.
Nays: None

f.

Declare Vacancy on the Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission.

City Manager Patrick Trudgeon briefly highlighted this item as detailed in the
RCA and related attachments dated June 3, 2019.

Laliberte moved, Willmus seconded, to declare a vacancy on the HRIEC for a
term that expires March 31, 2020. Set a deadline of July 2 for applications and direct staff to advertise for applications to serve on the Commission, including previous

applicants.
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Council Discussion
Councilmember

Laliberte

said she wanted to be consistent

with what was done on

the other Commission vacancies.

Councilmember Willmus agreed.

Councilmember Etten indicated that was done because the City was not meeting

the standard of having two applicants per position and now the City has plenty of
applicants

for this position

and he would

agree

with the Commission'

s recom-

mendation that there are several excellent people who could be pulled from that

group. He would not support the motion.
Councilmember Groff said he would not support the motion either because the

group of applicants was really good, and the Commission felt there were many
applicants that were qualified and would add to the Commission and it also delays
the Council'

s

ability

to act on

it

by

another

couple

of weeks.

He thought

for ex-

pediency and getting on with it the Council should go a different direction and he
would not support the motion.

Councilmember

Willmus

thought the motion could be amended

to perhaps

adjust

that the process be initiated, and staff reaches out to those members already inter-

viewed and if there is not two of the remaining three showing interest in that position

then

move

forward

with

the typical

process.

If there

are two

or three

appli-

cants, then the Council could choose from those.

Councilmember Laliberte indicated she was okay with the amendment to the motion.

Mayor Roe restated the motion.

Laliberte moved, Willmus seconded, to move forward with staff contacting exist-

ing applicants to see interest and if less then two remain to open the process for
new

applicants

Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Laliberte, Groff, Etten, and Roe.
Nays:

g.

None

Consider Approval of 2019- 20 Policy Priority Planning Document
This item was postponed until the June 17, 2019 meeting.

11.

Approve

Minutes
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Comments and corrections to draft minutes had been submitted by the City Council prior
to tonight' s meeting and those revisions were incorporated into the draft presented in the
Council packet.

a.

Approve May 13, 2019 City Council and REDA Meeting Minutes
Groff moved, Etten seconded, approval of the May 13, 2019 City Council and
REDA Meeting Minutes as presented.
Roll Call
Ayes: Willmus, Laliberte, Groff, Etten, and Roe.
Nays: None.

b.

Approve May 20, 2019 City Council Meeting Minutes
Groff moved, Roe seconded, approval of the May 20, 2019 City Council Meeting
Minutes as amended.

Corrections:

Page 5, Line 219 ( Mayor RoeO

Correction to Item D, page 5, line 219, there was an item he wanted to check

with Councilmember Laliberte on and he did not see any change so wanted to
make

2010

it

sure

was

mixture".

correct.

It

states, "

Staff has addressed all of those in the

He wondered if that was to be a reference to the 2017 Policy

rather than the 2010 mixture.

Councilmember Laliberte indicated she did reference something but was not
sure what it was.

Mayor Roe asked if Councilmember Laliberte wanted the Council to approve
the minutes subject to Councilmember Laliberte' s correction of that item with
staff

Councilmember Laliberte indicated

that

was

fine.

She would watch that part

of the meeting again and give her change to staff
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Laliberte, Groff, and Roe.
Nays: None.
Abstain:

12.

Etten

Approve Consent Agenda

At the request of Mayor Roe, City Manager Trudgeon briefly reviewed those items being
considered under the Consent Agenda; and as detailed in specific Requests for Council
Action( RCA) dated June 3, 2019 and related attachments.
a.

Approve Payments
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Willmus moved, Etten seconded, approval of the following claims and payments
as presented and detailed.
971, 143. 44

ACH Payments
92841- 92992

1, 255, 032. 03

TOTAL

2, 226, 175. 47

Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus,
Nays:

b.

Laliberte,

Groff, Etten, and Roe.

None.

Approve Resolution Supporting the Request for State Funds in the 2020
Capital Bonding Bill in the Amount of$ 5, 000, 000 for Capital Improvements
and Renovations at the Guidant John Rose Minnesota Oval.
Willmus moved, Etten seconded, adoption of Resolution No. 11607 ( Attachment
C)

entitled, "

Resolution Supporting the Request for State Funds in the 2020 Capi-

tal Bonding Bill in the Amount of$5, 000,000 for Capital Improvements and Renovations at the Guidant John Rose Minnesota OVAL".
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus,

Laliberte,

Groff, Etten, and Roe.

Nays: None.

c.

Adopt an Ordinance Rezoning Property from Low Density Residential-1
LDR- 1) to Low

Density

Residential- 2 ( LDR- 2), Adopt a Resolution

Approv-

ing the Midland Legacy Estate Preliminary Plat, and Adopt A Resolution
Approving The Midland Legacy Estate Final Plat For Development of 6
Twinhome Dwelling Units and an Outlot.
This item was removed for separate consideration.

City Manager Communications,

13.

Council&

14.

Councilmember-

15.

Adjourn

Reports, and Announcements

Initiated Items for Future Meetings

Willmus moved, Groff seconded, adjournment of the meeting at approximately 10: 15 p.m.
Roll Call

Ayes: Willmus, Laliberte, Groff, Etten, and Roe.
Nays:

None.
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